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ABSTRACT

New generations of 4ir gaauna-ray detectors, recoil mass spectrometers (RMS), and
radioactive beam accelerators will open up many new areas of research, including
presently inaccessible in-beam and radioactive decay studies of exotic nuclei still
farther off stability. The new generation RMS and radioactive beam developments at
the Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility are presented. Current research and future
prospects to probe the N - Z line up to 100Sn are described. Superdeformation in A
- 70 to 190 nuclei is described in terms of its underlying physics of reinforcing
proton and neutron shell gaps which lead to new superdeformed, doubly-magic nuclei.
Recent results provide new Insights into the coexistence of multiple nuclear shapes
near the ground states.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear structure and low energy heavy ion physics are experiencing an exciting
resurgence brought on by the development of very powerful new experimental facilities
with sensitivities three to five orders of magnitude (10'»10s) greater than those
currently available along with new theoretical developments which can treat
unexplored regions and have predicted new phenomena like hyperdeformed nuclei with
3:1 axis ratios and deformations 02 - J--01 These powerful new facilities under
development include <tir gamma-ray detector arrays with SO to 100 and more, much higher
efficiency Compton suppressed Ge detectors such as GAMMASPHERE in the U.S. and
EUROGAM and EUR0BA1X in Europe and new generation recoil mass separators specifically
for nuclear structure studies at Oak Ridge and recently completed for studies of
fragmentation products at GSI and Michigan State. The design and power of the new
generation RMS at Oak Ri'.ge are described in this paper, and new 4* detector systems
are described in other papers in these proceedings. The new physics which can be
addressed by the use of accelerated beams of radioactive isotopes have captured our .̂
imagination, as documented in the proceedings of recent international conferences at . ' J**
Berkeley, 1989, Los Alamos, 1990, and Belgium, 1991. The proposed Oak Ridge _fix6tic -
Bean (OREB) facility, which can quickly (2 yrs.) and inexpensively (-$4M) open many
new windows is described. Indeed, radioactive ion beams (RIB) in combination with
the new generation <nr detectors and RMS's can open exciting new windows to view our
universe, from the structure of nuclei to energy production in stars to how the ' v

elements were formed in nucleosynthesis.
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Current' research <»nd future prospects to extend our understandings of nuclei slonf-1,
the X'•» 2 line are presented. The underlying physics which gives nuclei supordefor*
nation with fa - 0,4 and $a - 0,6 through the reinforcement of the proton and neutron
shell gaps when they have the same deforwatlon ia discussed. New insights into the
coexistence of soul ti pie shapes with different deformations in nuclei have been found
in the A « 30,70,100,120 and 180 regions. Recent, wore microscopic theoretical
calculations in the Excited FED VAMPIR (Variation &£ter flean-Eield Erojeetion In
Realistic model space:') are found to bo remarkably successful in explaining the now
complexity of shape coexisting level structures in 6BGo. The importance of electric
masrapole, E0, raode In probing the coexistence of different structures is expanding
into <-dd-A as well as even-even nuclei and into new regions as seen in recent UNISOR
work an l20Ba. Additional exciting recent discoveries can bo found in a recent
overview of the properties of nuclei in and near their ground states (Hamilton 1991),

SUPERDEFQRMATION AND ITS UNDERLYING PHYSICS OF REINFORCING PROTON AND
NEUTRON SHELL GAPS

Our discovery of a new region of ground state superdeformation with axis ratio of 3:2
and fl2 - 0,4 "in '*-

76Kr (Hamilton 1981; Piercey et al. . 1981) and our analysis of the
data in the superdeforraed region around M<l3»Sr60,62 (refs. Kahn et al.. 1977; Azuraa
et al.. 1979) led to an understanding of the physics underlying these two new islands
of ground state superdeformation as well AS of the more recently discovered regions
of superdeforiaation at high spins in the mass 152 region (Twin qt al.. 1986), 130
region (Kirwan et al,• 1987) and 190 region ( Moore et fll•, 1989); namely, that there
must be shell gaps in the single particle levels at the sane superdeformation, /9j -
0.4 or 0.6 for both protons and neutrons so that the protons and neutrons reinforce
each other for a nucleus to be superdeformed (Hamilton 1981; Hamilton 1985a,b, 1991).

Superdeformation in nuclei continues to be the focus of much attention in nuclear
structure physics. Supordflfoiaud prolate nuclei fall into two groups with simple
ratios of their long Co short axis; Group 1 with 3:2 axis ratios and deformations,
fis-0.4-0.4S, and Group 2 with 2:1 axis ratios with j9a-Q,6. In Table 1 the regions
whero superdeformod states are observed are given, Although most of the attention
has booh given to supordeformation at high spin following tho discovery of a high
spin supordeformed band in 152Dy (Twin «t «I • • 1986), note that superdeformation had
been discovered in nuclei in and near their ground states long before as shown in
Table 1.

The opening up of this field began with Strutinsky's (1967a, b) interpretation of the
fission lsomers in the actinide elements as a shell structure effect which produced
a second minimum in the potential at 02 - 0.6. Bjjtenholm and Lynn (1982) have
reviewed this field. It was many years before more direct evidence for these
superdeforraed minima were obtained. Recently Schirmer ££_aL>. (1989) established the
excitation energy of 2.75 ± 0.01 MeV for the 0* state in the superdeformed minimum
for M6"u by 7-decay to the ground state with the Heidelberg-Darmstadt Crystal Ball
in the reaction 23iU(d,p).

Historically, the next observation of superdeformation was for an excited band in
J:!3e, which crosses the near-spherical ground state band at low (2-4) spin (Hamilton
et al. . 1974, 1976). However, the superdeforced character of this band was not
appreciated until after our work on 7*l76Kr. The next reference to this phenomena was
the ISOLDE discovery of superdeformation in the lO0Sr ground state (Azuma et al..
1979). At that tine, this was interpreted as arising from the neutron shell gap at
S - 0.4 for N - 60. Next came the discovery of superdeformation in the ground states
of '••'6Kr (Hamilton et al. . 1986; Piercey et al. . 1981). In these nuclei there is
strong nixing between the superdeformed ground states and the excited near-spherical



Regions where supardeformatlon have been discovered. The underlying
physics involves the reinforcement of proton and neutron shell Raps for the
sarae superdeforraatlon to stablliE© the auperdefoi'smtinn. *"he reinforcing shell
gaps responsible for the supordeforaatlon are shown.
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aThe first evidence in 1974 for excited states in 72Se

band which coexist at low spin. If one scales the 2*-0* unperturbed energies in 7*Kr
and 1D0Sr by Af/3 for comparison with the previously known most deformed ground state
in 2*°Pu E(2{) - 43 keV (as first done for lQ°Sr), their 2j energies of 28 and <0 keV,
respectively, are much lower to indicate their superdeformed character.

From an analysis of the level structures of their neighboring nuclei, these new
superdeforaod nuclei were found to occur in islands of superdefoirmation which were
produced by the protons and neutrons having shell gaps at the same Qz - 0,4 to
reinforce each other (Hamilton 1981, 198S). The islands were proposed (Hamilton
1961. 1985) to bo centered on nuclei with shell gaps at the same deformation l2 - 0.4
for both protons and neutrons, so roinforcomont occurs for 2 « N - 38 and Z » 38, N
- 60, 02 (sec Fig. 1). The importance of the shell gap reinforcement and not simply
the N - 60 shell gap as first proposed as the origin of the superdeforoation can be
seen in Fig. 2. There one sees Chat the I* energies rise sharply so the supordefor-
mation disappears quickly for N - 60 as Z moves away from 38 as noted earlier in
developing this understanding. Subsequent work confirmed ™Sr as the center of this
island (Varley et al.. 1987). Independently, the calculations of Moller and Nix
(1981a,b) predicted the island of superdeformation centered around Z - N - 38.

Recently we extended the levels of 3?SeM to 26
+ (Chaturvedi et al.. 1991), Fig. 3,

where now one sees the very regular spacings of the gamma ray energies as character-
istic of superdeformation. In the mass 130, 150 and 190 regions much effort has been
given to finding the weakly (1-5X) populated superdeformed bands from which no
connections to any known yrast state have been observed. By contrast. In 72Se the
superdeformed band is connected to the near-spherical ground band and is yrast by 4*
above which It totally dominates the high spin state population in heavy ion
reactions (Chaturvedi et al.. 1991).

The reinforcement of the proton and neutron shell gaps for both spherical and
deformed shapes can be understood from Fig. 1. He now can understand why 40 is a
good spherical magic number so chat |gNiA0 and

 80l28Zr50 :B are spherical double magic
closed shell nuclei like l|0a, *

o,i8Ca2O,M and
 2SSPblM. and §JSr50 is nearly so. For

both N and Z, 40 is spherical magic when it is reinforced by a strong spherical shell
gap like 28 and 50 or even a moderately strongly spherical subshell gap at 56.
However, we discovered (Hamilton 1981; Piercey et al.. 1981) that as both Z and N
approach 38,40 thoro is a switch In Importance from the spherical gaps at N - Z - 40
(and 38) to the gaps at 02 - 0.4 for Z - N - 38 dominating. So, J|Sr3B in its ground
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Fig, 1. Single particle levels as a function of deformation.

74

Fig. 2. 2J energies of heavy Sr to Cd nuclei which show the sudden
onset of large deformation for d - 60 only in Sr and Zr
nuclei with Z - 38 and 40.
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2 38 « fin R , P I f9° ID? b l e m a g i ° n u c l e u s ' ai»d « similar reinforcement for
2 - 3 8 . N - 60 62 make 9a-xSgSr60.6si superdeformed double magic nuclei in their ground
states, too (Hamilton 1981; Hamilton 1985a,b). Similarly »IiDy« and 1SSHB , r
superdeformed double magic nuclei but oniy at high s p i n s ' f f i l £ w £ J.nss^s S
80 u iV," ^% ", 6> .N 7, 86 re inforoi l>S shell g.pS at ^ - 0.6 for '»Dy and Z -
80. N - 112 reinforcing shell gaps at ft - 0.4-0.45 for «*Hg are seen in Figs. 4 and
5. This understanding (Hamilton 1981; Hamilton 1985a,b, Hamilton 1991) of the
importance of proton-neutron sheU gap reinforcement to give stabilization to these
superdeformed nuclear shapes across the periodic table in addition to stabilizing
spherical shapes around spherical double magic »He2,

 l«0B. *°-S§Ca,0 , . and «S?Pb,M ai

iifiittt^^z^Janaen spherical she11 LdAi " iaa J S 5 S r
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Fig. 4. Neutron and proton Woods-Saxon routhians for ie2Hg calculated for
the deformation parameters jfl2, /)«, and 7 indicated. The orbitals
are labeled by their asymptotic Nilsaon quantum numbers (Nn3A]O or,
in the case of the high N intruder orbitals, by Nfl. The conven-
tions for labeling the orbitals are from Riley qy aj,, (1990).

,ft*0,62, ff<»O.ia j^-J NEUTRONS

ftw (MeV)
Fig. 5. WS single-particle superdeformed energies in the rotating frame

vs. rotational frequency for neutrons and protons at the super-
deformed nsinimun, /Sj, - 0.62, 0A - 0.12. The following line
convention was used: solid (IT - +, a - 1/2), dotted (+, -1/2),
dot-dash (-, 1/2), and long-dashed (-, -1/2). The lowest high-N
orbits, originating from the il3/j(N - 6) and the jls/2(N - 7)
subshells, are indicated (Nazarewicz et al.. 1989).



N'KK J SSI CUTS FROM EXTENDING OUR KNQWLEPGK ALONG THE N » 2 LINE

i'ov * f i'O years since the first international conference on "How and Why to Stu4y
Nuclei Far Frora Stability", an important goal IBfirgatrm 1966; Hamilton 197.-1) has
Wen the extension of QVU* knowledge of nuclei along the N ™ ?. linn to higher Z,
However, only in the last five to sis years have experimental facilities becwiin.-
rtwaldbU' tlwt have allowed us to significantly extend our knowledge with th<-
4i,scovecy 01 love!;; in |JG© to JjMo (Ooi 1986; Gorros fiJL^li*, 1987; Varley fct._.dL..
1«S?; Lister <>.t..?L. 1988; Lister aSLdl*. 1987; Gollotly et__fll, • 1991). Recent work
on J;Mo where only one 7-ray, presumably the 2J-0* transition, was weakly observed
indicates that present facilities have reached their limit. However, lurcher
extension of the N •* 2 line Co higher Z remains a very important goal as emphasised
in the recent report of the Long Range Planning Committee of Che U.S. Nuclear Science
Advisory Committee in "Nuclei, Nucleons, Quarks: Nuclear Science in che 1990's":

"The study of N - 2 nuclei is particularly important. Such nuclei should
have maximal interaction between protons and neutrons, and questions of
the behavior of proton-neutron pairing can be answered by their
systematic study."

One of the most important but undiscovered N - Z nucleus is 1j§Sn. This nucleus
offers an opportunity to test the predictions of the spherical shell model chat it
should be a spherical double magic nucleus under extreme conditions of low proton to
neutron ratio in a much higher Coulomb field. Indeed, one of the important
justifications for the proposed Oak Ridge Exotic Beam (OREB) extension at the
Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility is that, "Detailed measurements of nuclear
properties near che predicted double-closed shell nucleus, l00Sn, will offer a
stringent test of the microscopic independent-particle quantum structure that forus
the foundation of the nuclear shell model" (Garrett and Olsen, 1991).

Now let us look ac some of the now physics which has come out of recent searches for
and identification of levels in j'Se to JgMo and the insights into the experimental
techniques which have guided the development of a new generation recoil mass
spectrometer, RMS, and che proposed radioactive beam facility, OREB, at HH1RF. The
RMS' has been designed to open up studies of the structures of exotic produces
produced very far from stability with very low croes-sections, including now N - Z
nuclei (Cormier pt aj, 1990). The OREB facility and the new generation RMS will bo
the most powerful system under consideration with capabilities to reach l00Sn and
beyond, as well as nuclei with even more protons than neutrons such as Tz - -1,
?0

Following our discovery of superdeformation in the mass 70 region, extensive efforts
were made by our group with the Rochester RMS and by a Daresbury group to identify
"6Sr to confirm its predicted (Hamilton 1985a,b) superdeformed shape. The Daresbury
group succeeded in identifying levels in 76Sr and confirming its superdeformation
(Lister et al. . 1988). They also identified levels in f?Se. 7§Kr and JgZr (Gorres at
al.. 1987; Varley et al.. 1987; Lister et al.. 1987). Ac the Rochester RMS we could
use only normal reactions (light projectile-heavy target) because the beam could not
be separated sufficiently from che recoil products in an inverse reaction. At the
Daresbury RMS, inverse reactions (heavy projectiles on a light target), like
'*M£(5*Fe,2n)?6Sr and l60(S8N1,2n)72Kr were used. Inverse reactions make possible a 2
identification gate from a &E detector as well as mass gate on the 7 spectra. The
counts as a functions of AE(Z) for mass 72 and RM-Z-7 spectra are shown in Fig. 6.
The cross-sections for the production of these four N - Z nuclei are 10-60 ,ub, to
make the N - Z products more than 103 smaller than the other products with the same
mass. Only with a 2 gate could transitions i.i these isotopes and the next N - Z
nucleus JjMo be identified. None of the new Ait detector arrays used without a RMS
mass and Z gate could pick out in this region where the x-rays are low in energy the
ganma rays associated with a 10-100 pb cross section nucleus.
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Fig. 6. The counts as a functions of AE(Z) for uass 72 and RM-Z-T spectra.

As one looks in more detail at the single particle levels In the mass 70-100 region
along the N - Z line shown in Fig. 7, one could expect a variety of different
superdeformed structures such as oblate superdeformation in N - E - 36, 72Kr with fa
- -0.4 and prolate superdeformation with fa - 0.5 for "Ho,2 and fa - 0.6 (2:1 axis
ratio for S»&»««. for exanple. In the RM-Z-7 spectrun of s*Mo, Fig. 8, only one
transition of 444 VceV is seen weakly and is assigned as the 2J-0* transition (Gelletly
et al.. 1991). Thus, 8*Mo seems to be the limit of the N - Z line that can be studied
with the Daresbury RMS with 30 Ge detectors. The higher energy of 444 keV in ** Mo
compared to 290 keV for the 2*-0* transition in ?gZr, as shown in Fig. 9, was
interpreted (Gelletly et al.. 1991) as evidence that deformation was significantly
decreasing in 9*Mo as one moves farther from the N - Z - 38 shell gaps at 0- 0.4.
This would mean that the N - Z - 42 shell gaps at ^ - 0.5 (Fig. 7) are not as
important as the N - 2 - 38 ones. This could be related to the fact that the H - Z

- 50 spherical shell gaps are so dominating that already by N - Z - 42 they are
making cheir domination felt. However, recall if only the 2* -» 0* transitions of 456
and 424 keV in '*'?6Kr, respectively, had been observed, then one would not have
suspected that the ground states of these nuclei are superdeformed with fi - 0.4
(Hamilton et; al. 1981; Piercey »t al. 1981). The interaction between their ground
state energies and low-lying near-spherical bands push Che 0* ground state energies
down and make their 2j-0t energies look characteristic of more near-spherical nuclei.
With only one gamma ray in 8*Mo, one cannot exclude this possibility of shape
coexisting structures enlarging the 2* - 0* energy there, too. So, in fact, the
influence of the N - Z - 42 shell gaps at fo - 0.5 (Fig. 7) and shape coexistence in
3*>!o remain open questions until more levels are seen.
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Fig. 9, "he 2* energies for N - Z nuclei (Gellecly at al.. 1991).

A second important insight comes out of 'sKr studies (Varley a,t al • • 1987; Dejbakhsh
et al.. 1990). From RMS-Z-7 singles data (Fig. 6), the 115 md 342 k»V transitions
were assigned to a side band with large deformation feeuing the 709 k«V 2J level,
where the feeding transition out of the side band was the 115 keV transition. The
612, 790 and 925 keV transitions were assigned to depopulate the 4*, 6* and 8* levels,
respectively. After identifying for the first time gaona rays in 73Kr (Satteson £i
al. 1990) with the Rochester RMS, we carried out a long 7-7 coincidence run at HHIRF.
Some 72Kr gamma rays also were observed in the 7-7 experiment. A gate on the 709 keV
is shown in Fig. 10. The 612 keV transition is clearly s«'"\ but the 115 and 342 keV
gaumas are not seen in the 709 keV gate (Dejbakhsh et .-,' .. 1990). So, the side band
is not as placed (Varley * al•• 1987). With the same analysis procedures as used
earlier (Hamilton et al. 1981; Piercey et al. 1981), we noted there is a greater
anomaly in the 2-0 energy in 7iiKr (a back bend in the Jt aoment cf inertia) than in
?v?6Kr as seen in Fig. 11. The results of the analysis of 72"7eKr are shown in Table
2. Note the energy difference, AE0, between the unperturbed (before interaction)
energies of the 0* heads of the bands built on the two different shapes (for 7*Kr
smaller deformation and superdeformatlon) changes sign between 7IKr and the heavier
isotopes to indicate the two bands have reversed positions. On the other hand, to
have the same sign and magnitude for AED for

 72Kr and 7*Kr would require a doubling
of the interaction strength. Thus, a major change occurs in the 72Kr ground state
structure compared to the prolate superdeformation In 7V7BKr (Dejbakhsh et al.. 1990).
New laser data show a sudden drop in mean square charge radius for 72Kr compared to
?4.;sKr t 0 confirm this change. So, it is possible that the 72Kr ground state has a
large obla'.e deformation, 0z " -0.4, as could be expected from the reinforcement of
the 't. - N - 36 shell gaps seen in Fig. 7. If so, " Kr is an oblate deformed double



,;:aSic nucleus and u s ground state interacts with an excited (presumably prolate)
lur.d u shite down the 0' ground scale energy. In some recent calculations, however,
the e\cited band m '"Kr is superdviarmed with even larger /3; - 0.3 while in °"Zr an

itiuch less deformed band ia -predicted (Girod e.,1. al i. • 1990). This work
ri a.1., . IDMO) clearly demonstrates the crucial importance at having r-i

of RM-2-i-i coincidences to place observed gamuia rays in a level scheme and nut
suisply K.v)-i;-i spectra.

Table Band mixing parameters In MeV tor Kr isovopes.

Nucleus

'"Kr

' 'Kr"

'6Krb

?8KrB

6E

0.325

0 .256

0.187

0.102

E(0p

0.732*

0 .681 '

0 .770

1.017

E(OJ) ' -E(O ' j ) '

+0.17
-0.J18'

+0.169'

+0.396

+0.813

V

-0.66
0.330 s

0.3304

0.330

0.305

"The value of the Interaction strength, v, is assumed and EfQj) and AEQ are
calculated by using this value.

bThe values for these nuclei are taken from the work of R. B. Piercey et al.
(1981, 1982).

1730 1300 1470

117 146
Channels (sto ')

175 20-1

Fig 10 The gamma rays in coincidence with the 709 keV line which is
the 2-0* transition in 72Kr. The transitions not in '2Kr are
in 72Se from a 709 keV transition in that nucleus.
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Other calculations (Aberg 1990) predict that the reinforcement of favored neutron and
proton shell gaps could lead to superdeforoaclon with 03 - 0.6 (2:1 axis ratios) at
low spin In ?jRu and perhaps In SJjZn, To study such exotic shapes which are likely
to have low population in already very vitak reaction channels will require higher
efficiency RMS's than currently available and very efficient ganma-r&y detector
arrays. Thus, to observe the predicted different shape coexisting excited bands in
these new N - Z nuclei and to extend the N •> Z line, one oust have a RMS with high
rigidity to handle Inverse reactions for a wide range of projectile-target
combinations, not just a few, to allow both Z and mass identification, higher
collection efficiency as wall as a large solid angle and space for large detector
arrays to make feasible RK-7-7 and RH-2-7-7 coincidence studies.

A final note on the reinforcing and switching o£ shell gaps in nuclei comes from
recent calculations of exotic cluster'decays for 7*Sr and *°Zr by Gupta ft al.. (in
press). One of the excitirg discoveries of the last decade was the new form of
radioactivity, heavy cluster decays such as l*C and heavier, as predicted by
Sandulescu, Poenaru, and Greiner (1980) Gupta et al. . (in press) calculated the
probabilities for cluster decays of jJSr^ and ?jJZr*o- T o illustrate the results, the
emission of 2*Hg and aSi clusters have decay constants of (2.5 x 10"113, 3 x 10"117)
and (2 x 10"5*; 1.8 x 10"5S) for MZr and ;8Sr, respectively. So, 'sSr is over fifty
orders of magnitude more stable! These calculations provide further evidence for the
reinforcing proton-neutron shell effect and switch in importance from the spherical
40 to the superdeformed 38 shell gap.



A SRV GENERATION RMS FQR HHIRF

the first in-beara gamma-ray studies in which a recoil mass spectrometer was
used to mass gate the. gang* apactra wero reported (Hamilton 198<t) from our work at
the University of Rochester RMS. The Daresbury RMS began operation aoon after. As
weed above, research at Rochester and Daresbury in the mass 70 region have shown
that it is absolutely essential to use Inverse reactions in order to obtain 2 in
addition to raass identification of 7 rays from unknown nuclei produced far off
stability with very low cross-sections compared to other equal mass products. A new
generation recoil mass spectrometer has been designed (Cornier et al,. 1990) for use
especially in inverse reactions with the Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility
accelerators with the following key characteristics;

a) High RMS rigidity; E/q - 15 MeV/q. to match to the beams at HHIRF for all
inverse reactions,

b) Large 15 msr solid angle,
c) Large 75cra distance from target and focal plai;a to the first RMS element,
d) High quality beam rejection (1013) f«»r (-10m) from the target and focal

plaae,
e) High ciass resolution, m/tm - 1200, and
f) Flexibility to cover a broad range of present and future research.

The advantages of inverse reactions include, a) Z identification, b) kinematic
focusing of the products into the RMS to improve RH-7-7 rates factors of 5 to 500,
c) allow alpha channels to be studied [alpha evaporation randomly kicks the recoils
out of the RMS entrance in a normal reaction], and d) tha recoils have energies (3-6
MeV/A) sufficient for radioactive bean experiments on secondary targets.

The RMS is illustrated in Fig, 12 in a new HHIRF addition. The caajor new features
that; sake this a new generation RMS are its high rigidity, 15 MeV/q compared to 9
>seV/q in current systems and the aonentum achromat between the target and the
traditional components of an RMS. The impoitance cf the high rigidity, IS MoV/q
setspared co 9 MeV/q, to open up a wide range of inverse reactions is seen in Fig. 13,
The achromat (with two dipoles seen on the left of Fig. 12) is the difference that
opens-up inverse reactions with its intermediate focus whore tho beam is rejected.
In a typical Rochester RMS with only electrostatic and magnetic deflection as in the
right hair sf our RMS in Fig. 12, Che primary beam will be passed with the similar
energy reaction products in an inverse reaction of heavy projectiles on a light
target. So, in a traditional RMS the products are orders of magnitude too weak to
be seen in an inverse reaction. <n the new design the beam rejection is far (>10m)
from the counting areas around both the target and focal plane to significantly lower
the background in ld.rge detector arrays when placed at these positions as shown in
Fig. 12. The 75cm distances (target to first RMS element and last RMS element to
focal plane) allow the 20 Ge detector HHIRF compact ball or 105 of the 110 Ge
detectors for proposed arrays Ilka GAMMASFHERE, a BaF2 wall or other combinations
around the target or focal plane.

As seen in Fig. 14, the mass resolution, m/Am, of our RMS is 1000 to 1200, factors
of 3 to 4 times greater than those at Daresbury, Argonne, and elsewhere. This much
greater mass resolution makes a very significant improvement in eliminating at the
focal plane the tails from adjacent masses with lO'-lO* larger cros -sections than
the very low cross-sections of the products one wants to study, as occurs along the
>; - Z line. By using wire sources for a special case where a particular mass is
critical for testing mass formulas, one could achieve a mass resolution of 10,000
with this RMS to provide an accurate direct mass measurement.

The ioprovecsnts of RM-7-7 triple coincidence counting rates of our RMS with the
HHIRF 20 Ge detector close packed ball for normal and inverse reactions are
illustrated in Table 3. Note the counting rates in the inverse (heavy ion beams)
reactions are 6 to 39 times higher than in the normal (light ion beams) ones there,
and this ratio can go up to factor of 500 in other cases. Such enhancement factors



can be the'difference in doing and not doing an experiment. Even for the normal
reactions (**Ca bean), the RM-7-f rate for our syatam with 20 detectors (as in Table
3-), would require ?d Co collect 10s event* but would require times of 58 and 31 days
for 30 detectors at Che Daresbury RMS'-and 14 in Che Argonne RMS, respectively. So,
even with a normal reaction, RH-7-7 coincidence experiments are not feasible an these
two facilities now.

Fig. 12. New generation RMS for HHIRF, Target and achromat components are at the
left and electrostatic (circles) and magnetic deflectors at the right.
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Table 3. Normal and inverse reactions at 5 MeV/A beam energies are
compared for 8 msr RMS solid angle.

E/Q (MeV/q)«

E/Q (MeV/Nucleon)"

Recoil Mass-7-7b

"Ca + ]

Normal

2.5

0.4

1,700

W2Sn
Inverse

10.2

2.7

10,000

»S +
Normal

1.7

0.2

440

Inverse

12.8

3.6

17,000

'The values are for the compound nucleus. bFor 20 Compton suppressed Ge detectors,
12 cm from the target and E, - 1 HeV.

Our new RMS with the present 20 Ge detector ball will open up RM-7-7 coincidences of
recently identified N - Z nuclei like 66Se to MZr to definitively establish their
level structures which are based currently only on singles data, except for 7:Kr as
discussed above. In each of these N - Z nuclei, we can significantly improve the
statistics including 8*Mo where only one 7 ray was weakly observed. In **Mo it should
be easy to observe the additional levels necessary to definitively establish the
deformation of its ground state and test the importance of the N-Z - 42 shell gaps.
Also, we expect to establish better the structures and pin down whether there are



low-lying, competing near-spherical bands in 76Sr and 80Zr which interact with their
sup&rdefaraeii ground states as has been suggested occurs by analogy to the mass 100
region based on their energy level spaclngs (Hamilton 1989; Hamilton 1990). We also
should establish the competing structure in 7SKr, Finally, the greatly improved
counting statistics will open up studios of a few wore N - Z nuclei with higher ?.,
including a search for an excited superdeformed band (08 - 0.6) predicted in

 86Ru.

To definitively establish the neutron and proton single particlo orbital a and their
interaction along the N « 2 line, one must study nuclei to either °ide of the N - Z
line. Here the real power of our RMS with a large array like CAMMASPHERE is
demonstrated. For example, consider seeking to identify the new Tz - -1 3t!Kl'3<.
nucleus with two neutrons less than N - Z, In the reaction 16O(seNi ,4n)3gKr34 with 290
MeV 5aNi, the 70Kr count rate is 500 times greater in our RMS in the inverted reaction
compared to the normal (l6Q beam) reaction for a given beam intensity. For a total
reaction cross-section of 1,1b, Img/cra8 target, lOpnA beam and singles count rate of
40kHs in 105 Ge detectors, ve estimate at the end of a 3-day run 60 counts in a
specific gamma ray in 70Kr, produced with a - lOnb, when gated by another gamma ray
and mass! A RM-7-7 coincidence experiment on an Isotope with 10"8 production of the
total. Present In-beam 7-7 coincidence spectroscopy studies of nuclei far from
stability are prohibitive for production rates of 10"3-10'* of the total. This
represents an astonishing increase in sensitivity to study nev, very far off
stability nuclei of faccora up to 10* to 10*1

Using inverse reactions and our RMS alone, one can produce radioactive beams with
sufficient energies, 3-5 HeV/A (see Table 3) to do Coulomb excitation of the
radioactive secondary beam and to do compound nuclear reactions on secondary targets.
By bombarding **Ca with l88Sn, Coulomb excitation of the l60Yb product could yield
B(E2)'s to the 2\ 4* states in a few hours (recall lMYb is the lightest Coulomb
excited Yb), As another example consider a ueS« bean on a l2C target to produce lwBa
("°Ba is the lightest stable barium isotope) with 5 MeV/u. At this energy a stable
'2"Ba can undergo a second reaction on UC to produce mNd + 2p2n (utM is the
lightest stable Nd isotope).

A RADIOACTIVE BEAM FACILITY AND RMS AT HHIRF M D THE N - Z LINE

Recent iutornational conferences at Berkeley, Los Alamos and Belgium have drawn
worldwide attention to the fascinating new physics to be opened up by a facility
which can provide a wide range of beams of radioactive nuclei with sufficient
energies and intensities to study compound nuclear, transfer, capture, and Coulomb
excitation reactions. Numbers of proposals are being made to add a second
accelerator and a mass separator coupled to an existing accelerator. Fortunately,
HHIRF already has two accelerators and sufficiently well shielded space between them
where the accelerators can be coupled through a mass-sepai^tor-ion-source as shown
in Fig. 15 to give 95 different radioactive beams from 6He to a*Rb with energies up
to 5 to 13 MeV/A and intensities 106 to 1010 ions/s at very modest cost of $3-4
million in less than 2 years. This facility could produce across the periodic table
over 200 compound nuclei which cannot be produced by any combination of stable target
and stable beam. This is Illustrated for one region of the periodic table in Fig.
16. A brief description of the HHIRF proposal for an Oak Ridge Exotic Beam (OREB)
extension is given to Indicate the exciting capabilities this facility offers
(Garrett and Olsen 1991).

Beams of H, d, 3He, 6>7Li and 10>uB would be accelerated in the cyclotron and strike
a target in the shielded room. There, the products would be mass separated, and a
low energy negative-ion output provided to the tandem. The first easy beams would
b e U.15Oj l?.18Fj 29.30P| 30.31Si 68-74,76As > a n d 70-7JSe w i t h 1 0 9 . 1 0 l 0 l o n s / s i n t e n s i t i e s .

The radioactive beam facility at HHIRF has definite advantages (in addition to very
low cost) over all other currently proposed light ion drivers and high energy heavy
ion fragmentation facilities. In the former group, all the others proposed have a
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Fig. 15. Plan view of target room Clll showing details of tho
proposed radioactive beam facility high-voltage platform and
source maintenance area.

mass range <60 and with one exception low energies of Si. 5 MeV/A. In the
fragmentation reactions, the energies of the fragments are so high, 50-500 MeV/A,
that they are too energetic for many nuclear structure and astrophysics studies. For
some problems storage rings can be used, but then short lifetime products are lost
and internal targets which limit detection or re-acceleration are required. In
principle, the new GSI SIS-18 with storage ring can be used for some such experiments
but in practice this is a costly way to use a machine designed for high energy, heavy
ion research.

Many new, presently unknown isotopes from A - 50 to 250 can be produced in quantities
sufficient to carry out nuclear structure studies with the HHIRF radioactive beam
facility that cannot be studied with stable beams and targets. These new isotopes
offer many exciting and presently inaccessible opportunities to test in very
stringent ways under new extreme conditions of the N/Z ratio the microscopic
independent-particle quantum structure that forms the foundation of the nuclear shell
model, the behavior of identical proton and neutron high j orbitals and the proton-
neutron interaction, theoretical predictions of new regions of exotic nuclear shapes,
nuclear mass formulas, and the proton drip line.

The importance of the N - Z nuclei was discussed earlier. Recall, the heaviest N -
Z^nucleus ?jMo was only identified in 1991 and there only one 7 ray, presumably the
2*-0 transition, was seen (Gelletly et al.. 1991). A long-sought goal to test the
spherical shell model under new extremes in the ratio of the Coulomb to nuclear force
has been to study igSnso which should be spherical double magic. Recall, based on
spherical double magic tl^Uo and ?8Zr5O, one would have expected JgZrt0 to be spherical



tor if <i rather high ra number of configurations would be constructed, An Improved
variacional scheme which incorporates such correlations in a systematic way, no
matter where in energy they occur, is done in the new excited FED (from few

1 determinant VAMPIR) approach (Schmidt ftkjL.., 1989), Starting with the VAMPJR
solution which is not taken out of the vartacional space, one Instead looks first for
a second sytuaotry-projected determinant correlating this solution in a varistlonal
calculation. Then, a third determinant is constructed, and so forth, up co iii
configurations. The resulting correlated yrast state is then eliminated from cho
variational space, and the procedure is repeated to construct the first excited state
with the same symmetry, and so on, through the m lowest states (each now being a
linear combination of several configurations). Finally, as in excited VAMPIR, the
now much smaller residual interaction is diagonalised. This procedure has the big
advantage that the dominant correlations on top of the projected mean-field solutions
are accounted for in each state separately.

This new method was applied to the high-spin states in 08Ge (Chaturvodl at al. . 1991).
The theoretical states are grouped into several bands in Fig. 19. Some changes do
occur at the higher spins compared to the excited VAMPIR calculation (Petrovici £t.
al.. 1969), and a new band with superdeformation, 0 - 0.42, labeled in Fig. 19, now
appears. The new excited FED VAMPIR results are compared with our new experimental
data for the high-spin, positive-parity bands in 68Ge by renormalizing the theoretical
spectrum to the experimental 2] level as shown in Fig. 19. ';î  main features are
summarised below. The experimental bands are ordered from left to right according
to the theoretical predictions in Fig. 19.

Up to angular momentum 6* the calculated yrast levels are almost pure oblate states.
The theoretical g factor for the 6\ is 0,37 while the experimental (Barclay ey at,
1986) value is 0.4. The oblate band then continues where the 8J (with an oblate
component of about 85X) most probably is the 8$ state of the experimental spectrum.
Tho lOJ state has a pure oblate nature to form an oblate band, label cl by "0" in Fig.
19, that continues, as Indicated by the older excited VAMPIR results., up to rather
high angular momenta.

Besides this oblate structure, four other distinct bands are obtained In the
calculations. They are all prolate do formed but differ in the magnitude of their
quadrupole and hoxadocapole moments as woll as in their pairing properties. They
also display different alignments. The band labeled as "v-al" is characterized by
an almost empty 0ge/2 proton level while the neutrons in the same shell-model orbit
contribute to It a considerable portion of its total angular momentum. This strong
neutron alignment is reflected in the small g factors of the members of this band:
0.03 for the theoretical 8| band head of the f-al band. The 8$ level and its i/-al
band likely correspond to the experimental 8| 5051 keV level, which has a measured
(Barclay et nl.. 1986) g factor of -0.28 ± 0.14 and the band built on it. The two
bands labeled as "0" and "S" have almost the same quadrupole deformation on the
neutron side; however, on the proton side, the latter band is considerably more
deformed. This is evident from the intrinsic quadrupole moments (f}2 - 0.42 as
compared to -0.34) of the leading configuration as well as from the B(E2) values,
which above spin 12 are about twice as large in the "S" band as in the "O" band.
Mote, the predicted new "S" band with a large moment of inertia agrees quite well
with the new experimental band shown on the far right. The "D" band and the 18| -•
16; -* 14; sequence, labeled as "V", are probably associated with one of the
experimental bands shown directly above the ground band 0-2-4 sequence. The
calculated 18J - 16; -> 14j decay path is rather slow (mainly because of the small
transition energies) and, thus, this path is unlikely to be seen in the experimental
data.

All chose prolate bands discussed in the last section have one common feature: their
members become strongly mixed as soon as spin values as low as 12* or 14* are reached.
Consequently, there are many competing decay branches for the various 14*, 12*, 10",
<ind even 3* states. Thus, the decay does not run only via stretched E2 transitions
within the various bands but also via a few strong Al - 0,Ml transitions (indicated
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Fig. 16. The "new" proton-rich compound nuclei Z - 29-56 that can be
produced by tha proposed exotic beam extension of the
Hollf leld Facility and cannot be produced by combinations of
stable beans and targets are denoted by the shaded squares
(Garrett and Olsen, 1991). For comparison, tha regions of
proton-rich nuclei in which the nuclear ground state is
predicted (Holler and Nix, 1981) to be deformed («2 > 0.20
or < -0.20) are indicated by gray denoting oblate
deformation with tha iaotopea between tha two gray areas out
tc tha drip line aeing prolate, respectively. Stable nuclei
are shown as solid squares and the proton and neutron closed
shells and drip lines are Indicated by heavy lines.
Likewise the line of self-conjugate nuclei (N-Z) is
indicated as Is the location of the doubly closed shall
nucleus 100Sn.

double magic, but it has one of the most deformed ground states (jS8 - 0.4) known.
The lightest tin isotope that has been studied experimentally is 1MSn (Tldemand-
Pedersson et al., 1981). So far, efforts to identify N»Sn have been unsuccessful.



1V» problem Is that che most proton-rich cgapound system at or above Z » 50 that can
be iormad using stable beams has T, - 2, So, at least four neutrons muse be
evaporated to reach l MSn. Since charged-particle emission dominates so far off
stability, a »r\ process has a vanishing snail cross section. However, the QREB with
ssAs and ™Se beams would allow Tt » 1 ooapound systems to be formed, and these would
require the emission of only two neutrons co populate l00Sn, eg. M)Ca("lS8,2a2r0>MSn
or the reaction 38K(68As, a3n)ullSn, These cross sections are estimated to be the
order of a few microbarns, similar to that of **Ho (7 t 3 lib) for the 2n channel.
The Daresbury RMS and detectors used to identify 9*Ho are much less efficient than
our proposed RMS with our 20 Ge detector closed-packed ball.

With beans of 68As and '°Se, the estimated cross sections for the production of nuclei
surrounding l00Sn are of the order of 1.0 mb for lol'lMSn, 0.3 mb for MIn, 7.0 mb for
"QIn, and 0.2 mb for l HSb (Garrett and Olsen, 1991). The predicted cross section for
l01Sn Is enhanced by nearly two orders of magnitude relative to the largest cross
sections available with stable beams. Calculations also Indicate that the singly-
raagic nuclei (N - 50, Z - 46-48) and (Z - 50, N > 53) have cross sections greater
than 10 rob. Therefore, an experimental program based on 6aAs and 70Se beams would
allow (Garrett and Olsen, 1991);

1) the determination of single-particle and single-hole energy levels around
the l00Sn doubly closed shell;

2) the extraction of many empirical two-body residual interactions involving
these states;

3) the measurement of masses of a large number of nuclei near *°°Sn; and

u) detailed spectroscopic information for the Sn Isotopes above mass 100.

The lwSn single-particle and single-hole energy levels are crucial information needed
co constrain che parameters of various nuclear models.

Lot mo omphaslse studies along the N - Z line and othor very low cross section
products will only be possible if the radioactive beam facility has a high rigidity,
recoil mass spectrometer capable of handling inverse reaction* such as our new
generation RMS just described.

An area that is closely related to the studies of the N - Z line is the understanding
of the proton-neutron Interaction. It is known that the isoscalar residual
interaction between neutrons and protons provides an understanding of nuclear
deformation. Federman and Fitcel (1979) building on the work of de Shalit and
Goldhaber (1953) and Talml (1962) stressed that when shell effects are important, the
occupation of neutrons and protons in spin orbit partner orbitals plays an important
role. The strong overlap between the neutron and proton orbits, especially when nn
- rip and Jtn -ip provides the opportunity for strong interaction. This is itself a
reinforcement between neutrons and protons. Federman and Fittel (1979) used this
approach to describe the sudden onset of deformation around 100Zr. As noted earlier
(Hamilton 1989), however, It is not clear how this picture can encompass the gs'100Sr
superdeforoation and the superdeformation around '8Sr. Much too little is known about
the pn interaction in those regions. The radioactive beam facility at ORNL will
enable one to study many of the self-conjugate nuclei in the mass 80 and 130 regions
where the partner orbltals can be important.

Another major driving force behind the development of radioactive beao facilities is
co study many inaccessible questions in nucleosynthesis (Garrett and Olsen, 1991).
At high densities and temperature, nuclear reactions can compete with beta decay.
Such conditions characterize nuclear burning and nucleosynthesis in a variety of
sices including the early universe, matter accreting neutron stars and supernova.
Existing nucleosynthesis models rely on reaction rates, masses, level densities,
isonieric states, and nuclear shapes all of which are unknown for nearly all the far



off stability nuclei* In Che absence of expeciSMHtfal data on these parameters,
theoretical estimates muse be used In the calculations. For example, the existence
of isemera is Ignored and shapes are. expected to be quite different In many cases
from the spherical shapes used In calculations. With radioactive beans, we can
neasure these properties for nany currently Inaccessible exotic nuclei across the
periodic table for input In nuclear astrophysics, nuclear structure and nuclear mass
calculations.

Energy generation in che hot CNQ cycle (Fig. 17) Is limited by beta decay at U'15O.
At temperatures near 0.5 x 10s *K the beta sequences can be bypassed by the sequences
u0(a<p)»P(p,7)

l9Ne((9)l<F<p,a)l5O. At higher T the lsO(«,7)l9Ne and llF(p,T)wNe
reactions open up the break-out reaction ^Ne(p,7):oNa and the hydrogen driving rp-
process to give a hundredfold increase in the power of the hot CNO cycle (Kubono as.
aU. 1981; Wlescher ey al.. 1986). The HHIRF RIB facility OREB could give a complete
characterisation of all but the l8Ne reaction. With the RMS one can obtain a unique
characterisation of these reactions by gating on the recoil product of interest. A
massive white dwarf accreting matter from a proton-rich companion star could lead to
a thermonuclear explosion on the white dwarf (as shown in Fig. 18) or likewise in a
neutron star. In these areas, rapid proton burning, the so-called rp-process, can
proceed to mass 80 or 100. The path of the rp-process again is determined by the
balance between beta decay and the reaction rates for large densities of "high-
energy" protons. This path follows just those proton-rich nuclei that become
accessible to study using the proton-rich radioactive beans at OREB (HHIRF). In the
rp-process, reaction rates of the heavier proton-rich nuclei are unknown as well as
their nuclear structure. Again, many of these studies will Involve inverse reactions
requiring our new RMS. The proposed HHIRF radioactive beam facility would open up
the study of the proton-rich part of three of the four major areas Identified in the
report of the nuclear astrophysics working group at the recent Workshop on the
Science of Intense Radioactive Beams (Howard ft §1,, 1990), namely: a) nuclear
capture reactions involving stellar processes, b) production of exotic nuclei for r-
procosa and rp-process modeling, c) nuclear transfer reactions for simulating
specific neutron, proton, or alpha capture reactions (Garrett and Olsen, 1991).

-NtNt-CYClE-

Fig. 17. Schematic figure of hydrogen burning in the 'hot" CNO cycle
taken from Rolfs and Rodney (1988). Two of the four exotic
nuclei (UN, "P, l*F, and wFe) for which proton-induced
reactions are proposed, l7F and llF, can be accelerated by
the proposed extension to the HHIRF. Likewise, alpha-
particle -induced "breakout" on "0 anri i:O also can be
studied (Garrett and Olsen, 1991).
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the near spherical nucleus f|Ge,8 triple forks at 8* into three bands with no crossing
.transitions observed earlier (da Una »y al., 1979, 1981), The g-factor measurements
in 69G© support the interpretetlon that the two lowest 8* bands are aligned neutron
«onfiiguratlon9, and the third band ia"a continuation of the ground state (Barclay sx
aL.. 1936).

One of the important challenges in nuclear physics is to develop more Microscopic
models which can predict the excited energy levels of nuclei. With the various shape
coexisting structures seen in the mass-70 region, these nuclei provide stri.igenc
challenges for microscopic theories. Recently, a microscopic investigation of the
low-spin states in MGe and 78Se has been made by using a self-consistent description
of the nuclear excitation by a Hai.tree-Fock-Bogoliubov-based theory with spin and
number projection before the variation, tht excited VAMPIR approach (variation after
mean-field projection in realistic model space (Petrovlci st ft}, - 1989)). These
calculations predicted a much more complex level structure for "Ge including strong
Ml transitions crossing between the three known bands beginning at 8* and between new
bands. A similar complex band structure Is predicted in 7*Se, but such complex
structures were not observed in recent work (Hylaeus et al.. 1989).

We reinvestigated both 69Ge and ?2Se with the spin spectrometer and the closed-packed
Ge ball at HHIRF (Holifield Heavy Ion research Facility) to study their high-spin
structures which provide important tests of the new microscopic calculations. In 6eGe
new bands and mixing of bands are observed, but not in 72Se (Ghaturvedl <?«; â ,,. 1991).
New microscopic calculations were carried out for MGe and 7iSe In an improved excited
few determinant VAMPIR approach which has been developed recently and applied to sd-
shell nuclei (Schmid yt qj... 1989),

In 6dGo, 19 new levels were observed experimentally including two new bands, as shown
in Fig. 19. The new band beginning with the 12* 7561-keV level goes up to the
highest spin observed. New crossing transitions between the known bands and the new
bands also are observed. More importantly, the new band beginning at 7561-keV has
a moment of inertia that is considerably larger than that of the previously known one-
shown next to it as can be seen by comparing their energies of the similar spin

in tho two bands. Only the positive-parity bands are shown in Fig. 19.

On tho other hand, careful searches revealed no new positive parity band structures
in "So (Fig. 20). Note in Fig. 20 the experimental 0* ground state and the 2{ state
arc members of the ground-state band with small oblate deformation. The observed 0J
and 2| deformed states are not shown. There It mixing of the near spherical oblate
and very large prolate deformed bands in the 2t, 4* and 6* levels. Discrete 7-ray
transitions were observed above 18* up to 26*. The high-spin states in 7zSe are
dominated by a single cascade as shown In Figs. 3, 20. The negative-parity bands,
which are only seen at lower spins, are not shown. The static and dynamic moments
of inertia of 72Se are remarkably constant and large, approaching the rigid-body value
at higher spins.

The complex experimental bands encountered in 68Ge call for a model in which all the
essential degrees of freedom are taken into account in a completely microscopic
fashion and not put in case-by-case. These should include the coexistence of
different shapes and other collective phenomena as well as the various alignments and
other single-particle excitations. One way to construct such a model is the use of
variational techniques, as is done in the various approaches of the so-called VAMPIR
(variation after mean-field projection in realistic model spaces) family (Schmld and
Gruxcmer 1987 and references therein; Schmid et al.. 1989 and references therein).
However, by introducing only one additional determinant for each new state to be
considered, this approach is still a type of mean-field approximation and may not
always be sufficient, since the residual interaction between the lowest m configu-
rations does not necessarily account for the dominant correlations on top of each of
tho various excited VAMPIR solutions. Often (Schmld and Grummer 1987) the dominant
correlations, for example, to the yrast solution are related to rather high-lying
configurations. Hi thin the excited VAMPIR approximation such could only be accounted
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Fig. 19 Positive-parity levels in 6lGe. On the left are r.he levels
calculated in the FED VAMPIR approach. The symbols 0, 7, v-
al, 0, and S usod to identify the bands are described In the
text. The continuation of the oblate ground b»nd is seen on
the left and a new superdeforaed prolate (0 - 0.42) band is
shown on the right in the calculation. The experimental
levels reported here are shown on the right-hand side of the
picture. The experimental band* are ordered (oblate on the
left, superdeforoed on the right) to natch up with the
calculated levels on the left aide and witching the observed
properties (lifetimes, magnetic moments, and moments of
inertia) of each band with the calculated properties of each
band. The D band in the calculations may be the new band
which feeds the 5963-keV 0* level (Chaturvedl at al. . 1991).
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Fig. 20. Positive parity levels calculated and observed in ?2Se
(Chaturvedi et al.. 1991). ft fast £2 path in the calcula-
tion is shown by double lines.



Uy "ra" on the fi?,wre) which mainly feed the yrast band at these angular momenta.
Such crossing transitions are now seen in the experimental data, too, Similar large
BUft> transitions are also predicted In between some* of the higher states. The
theoretical results are strongly supported by the observation of not only several 8',
but also several energetically bunched 10*. 12*. and W states in the new data with
crossing transitions and the new "S" band with aueh larger defornatlon.

Similar new theoretical calculations were carried out for 'JSe, and the results arc
shown in Fig,, 20, The theoretical couple* positive-parity-energy level spectrum
looks rather similar to that of 6*Ge and Is in s'oarp contrast to the single positive
parity yrast band seen experimentally (Fig. 20) to high spin. Any crossing
transition to other bands predicted in the calculations has an experimental branching
intensity less than 10X of the observed cascade feedings at any level. However, a
detailed look at the calculations reveals that there is a path of predicted very fast
cascade E2 transitions (noted in Fig. 20) which cross from one band to another with
large deformation, with only slow (weak) transitions to other states. It is possible
that the experimental yrast band seen to high spins is a composite of several bands
all with quite largo deformation and linked by a very fast E2 path, as indicated in
Fig. 20. On the other hand, the experimental levels may be only a single band with
superdeforrcation that simply dominates the experimental spectra because the lower
energies of its members provide the fastest decay path.

In summary, the detailed agreement between the new microscopic excited FED VAMPIR
calculations and the new experimental structures observed In 66Ge are quite striking
for such complex multiple shape coexisting structures. This agreement in such a
complex nucleus provides strong encouragement for the development of realistic
microscopic models. On the other hand, the new calculations indicate similar complex
structures for 72Se, but In sharp contrast to MGe the 72Se experimental high-spin
positive parity states are surprisingly dominated by a single band, This strong
confirmation of the microscopic calculations in 88Ge and marked differences in nSe
are a clear challenge. It is possible Chat this difference is related to the fact
that 3»S«j9 is much closer to the new Island of ground state superdeformation centered
around N - 2 - 38 (Hamilton 1989) and that the dominance of these reinforcing proton
and neutron shall gaps at 38 is not Included in the calculations yet,

E0 TRANSITIONS BETWEEN SHAPE COEXISTING STRUCTURES IN MASS 120 REGION

Mancica ot al. (1990) have studied with the UNISOR lsotopo separator the levels of
i:oXo and compared Its structure to the even-even Xe isotopes below N - 82 and to the
M - 66 mid-shell isocones above and below the Z - 50 closed shell. They note that
the odd-mass nuclides in this region have low energy "intruder" 9/2* states that have
been attributed to the promotion of a proton from below the Z - 50 shell gap with the
promoted proton paired with the "normal" g7/2 or dJ/2 configuration to yield a gg/z*

1

hole state. The mean square charge radii of the Xe nuclides show a gradual increase
in deformation in going from N - 82 to mid-shell at N - 66 with 02 - 0.3 for

 1MXe,
for an axially-symmetric shape. The 2} energies in the even-even Xe nuclei decrease
smoothly from both sides toward a minimum in mid-shell N - 66 120Xe.

Just as in che region of Pt-Hg and the Z - 82 shell closure, the promotion of two
protom across the Z - 50 proton shell closure can yield a relatively low energy 0*
excited state or even ground state in even-even nuclei, especially around N «• mid-
shell. This coexisting intruder state should have a quite different radius compared
to the normal proton configuration. While 7 decay is forbidden between the 0*
intruder and 0* normal states, E0 internal conversion electron radiacion whose
strength is proportional to the difference in their .vilear radii, can be strong.
Such EO transitions also may occur in any AI - 0 transition between bands built on
the two different shapes. No evidence for enhanced E0 strength in li*"128Xe has been
found (Walters et ql.. 1988; Mantica et al.. 1989; Ohya et al.. 1980). The N - 66
raid-shell nucleus, 'IJXe^, has been investigated extensively at UNISOR by internal
conversion and 7-ray studies. Careful measurements of the internal conversion



t-oeftieients in the UNISOR work revealed six pure E0(0* • 0T) transitions and four
AI - 0, EQ enhanced transitions in Ji0Xe in sharp contrast with 18*"l8'Xe. The levels
of )MXe are shown in Fig. 21 where 61-0 transitions with enhanced EQ strength, and
0-0 transitions are shown by heavier "lines, These levsl,s are best described by a
deformed)ground band and 7 vibrational band (on the right in Fig. 21) with 2* at 876
k©V with the same radius and a near-spherical excited band with one* and two-phonon-
vibrational states built on it as shown on the left in Pig, 21. The string EQ
transitions occur between those bands which have different radii but not between the
7 and ground band, where there is essentially no change in root ueati square radius.
The absence of EO radiation in transitions between the 7-vibrational and ground bands
which have similar RMS radii and their presence in transitions between 0-vibrational
and ground bands which have different RMS radii is well-known in rare earth nuclei
(Hamilton 1972a,b).

The levels of 1S0Se60 are just reversed from what is found in spherical closed shell
2 » 50, HoSn6& (Brun ot al.. 1979) where the ground band is spherical, and a low-lying
excited band is well deformed (Fig. 22). Similar structures to 120Xe, though somewhat
distorted, are found in U8llMXe, The N - 66 isotones (Fig. 22) show a remarkable
sywaetry around S - 50 where the deformed band is very high in energy (1757 keV)
dropping to 1135 keV in l}gCd and 951 in 1j|Te, then becoming the ground state of :2&Pd
and l|?Xe with Che onset of well-deformed structures for Z - 56, 58 and 44, 42. This
is an additional region where a systematic pattern of shape coexisting structure
around a major closed shell is becoming clearly defined.

Fig. 21. U0Xe levels with only selected 7-ray transitions are shown.
Heavy lines indicate the presence of E0 radiation (Mantica
et al.. 1990).
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Fig. 22. Systematics of the N-66 isotones near the 2-50 closed shell.
The dots indicate deformed states and the triangles 7-band
states.

VARIETIES OF SHAPE COEXISTENCE IN MASS 180-190 NUCLEI

The region bounded by 78 a Zs 82, 104 S N £ 114 was one of the first regions where
shape coexistence was established (Hamilton et al.. 197S, 1976) and continues as the
=ost fertile ground known for the studies of oultiple coexistence of different
shapes, intruder orbitals, electric monopole transitions, superdeformation and other
phenomena. Here, I select only « few recent highlights. The even-even ls*'14(Hg
isccspes were the first classic examples of nuclear shape coexistence where full
bands of levels were seen above and below the crossing of their near-spherical ground
states and well-deformed shapes. As seen in Fig. 23, in-beam studies by our group
ar.d the Canberra group have traced the band head of the excited deformed potential
sir.icua through its energy ninicuo and subsequent rise at lover S in 1S3:82



E(MeV) Hg isotopes

182 198

Fig. 23. The systemati.es (Hamilton 1989) of strongly-deformed bands
(filled circles) and weakly-deformed bands (open circles) in
the even-mass Hg Isotopes.

In total routhian surface (TRS) calculations with a Woods-Saxon potential, the shape
coexistence observed in lM*lllHg was predicted to disappear in 19°Hg, eg. there would
be no excited normal prolate band with ft - 0.2 deformation (fiengtsson et *l. . 1987)
as seen in Fig. 24. However, recent UNISOR work (Kortelahtl et al. . 1991) located
in ls:Hg an excited deformed band (see Fig. 25) which has risen higher in energy in
line with what one might expect from the extension of the lower mass data as shown
in Fig. 23. However, this excited deformed band hat considerably smaller deforma-
tion, jS - 0.14, than that (ft - 0.24) of the excited bands in m"lllHg. On the other
hand, these calculations (Bengtsson et al.. 1987a) do predict the superdeformed
ainicuo at ft - 0.45, which is observed experimentally. These data, coupled with the
superdeforoation discovered at moderately higher spins in 190Hg demonstrate the
complexity of competing shapes relatively near the ground state in this region.
Naturally it is important for a full understanding of these nuclei that theoretical
calculations predict the normal deformed prolate band in l8°Hg as well as the more
near spherical ground state and superdeformation at higher excitation. New potential
energy surfaces have been calculated for 1*'-lMHg in terns of the Nilsson-Strutinsky
cechod vith a standard K, H parameter set and a modified set. Now it is found that
there is a low-lying, second minimum in the potential energy on the prolate side in
addition to the known oblate minimum (Fig. 26) (Zhang and Hamilton, 1991). The
existence of such a prolate minimum, which is not found in recent total routhian
surface calculations, offers an explanation of the recent observation of an excited
deforced band in 180Hg. The calculated deformation of the minimum, c2 - 0.12, is
consistent with the new experimental one in l80Hg. Our calculations reproduce the
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Fig. 24. Total routhian surface calculations with a Woods-Saxon
potential at ftu - 0.O5 MeV (Zhang 1987; Bengtsson et al. .
1987; Bengtsson and Nazarewicz, 1987b). The prolate minimum
is narked by a cross in (a) for l8*Hg. buc this prolate
minimum is not seen in (b) for "°Hg.
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Fig. 25. Part of the level scheme of 1B0Hg populated in the 0VEC
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keV transition is pure EO and, thus, only its K conversion
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Fig. 27. The samo as Fig. 26 for the nucleus 18*Hg (Zhang and
Hamilton, 1991).

sharp decrease in the excited deformed band in 180Hg compared to the same bands in 16*'
laaHg. The calculations for «»-i««Hg are illustrated in Fig. 27. It is not strange
to find such a deformation jump in Che prolate minima in going from N < 110 to N -
110. In fact, one can easily see from the Nilsson diagram that, for small prolate
deformation («2 about 0.1), the high K (up-sloping) orbitals of h9/2 and l13/i will be
raer when N is equal to and larger than 110. However, for N < 110, there are several
high j, low K (down-sloping) orbitals, and even more than that, there are gaps in the
single particle spectrum on the prolate side with cz a 0.2 for N - 102, 104, 106 and
108. Therefore the fact that a prolate minimum with a smaller e2 value shows up on
the potential energy surface of l8DHg is quite reasonable.

One of the signatures of the shape coexisting structures in this region is the
enhanced E0 transitions in AI - 0 and 0* - 0* transitions. Zganjar and Wood (1990)
recently reviewed the UNISOR work in which a remarkable richness of E0 transitions
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has been observed in this region, including for the first time the establishment of
EO's in odd-A nuclei. Earlier, four different shape coexisting structures were
observed in 185-187Au connected by enhanced EO transitions. These four different
structures are formed by coupling proton hole states to the two shape coexisting
structures in i86.i88Hg and p a r ti cx e states to different shape coexisting structures
in la*-166pt (Papanicolopulos et al. 1988). Summarizing their work, they have
identified very converted transitions (VCTs) (a* » a* Ml or E2) in the following
nuclei: two VCTs in l95Pb (Griffin 1987), ten VCTs in 1B5Pt (Schwarzenbert et al. .
1988), and three VCTs in laiPt (Schwarzenberg 8S-&L*., 1989) (for example, see Fig.
28). Even more astonishing, they find (Krane et al.. 1991; Schwarzenberg et al..
1988) several transitions in l85Pt and one in 18*Pt for which only conversion electrons
are observed in a cascade of transitions --no gamma rays are seen! This is an
unprecedented phenomenon in nuclei for 1* •• I" transitions with I * 0. The
observation of such transitions could call into question in-beam 7-ray studies which
would not observe the EO strength and so completely miss one or more transitions when
they are dominated by EO radiation. Finally, their study of m P t (Schwarzenberg g£
aLu 1991, in progress) has not yielded any VCTs. This is seen to be consistent with
a shape coexisting, band-crossing hypothesis in which an intruder band, formed from
the promotion of pairs of protons from above the Z - 82 shell, drops down and crosses
the normal ground state. The entire collection of low-energy, low-lying, odd-mass
VCTs are shown in Fig. 29. The figure also displays the lowest known excited 0*
states across the mass surface. The 176SAS187 region obviously exhibits a distinct
correlation between low-lying excited 0* states and low-lying VCTs in odd-mass
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nuclei. The VCTs are Interpreted as resulting from electric monopole transitions
between shape coexisting structures which nix. In the Pt isotopes the effect is
dramatic because of the crossing (Zganjar and Hood 1990) of the coexisting band heads
near A - 186 where the h9/2 intruder is shown to penetrate and fall below the normal
ground state for A - 187 to 177. Mixing between the bands formed on these states
would result in an abundance of EO transitions in 187Pt and l85Pt at the crossing,
diminishing for 183Pt, and reappearing at the very light end of this isotope chain,
probably near 17aPt. The ten VCTs observed in 18SPt, three in 183Pt, and none in 181Pt
are consistent with this picture. Obviously, there is still much experimental and
theoretical work to be done to understand all the varieties of shape coexistence
being observed.
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